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You better watch out. You
better not cry. Ole' Mortin Fink
is coming to town!
Who? Who the heck is Mortin
Fink?

After 9/11, Mortin was sent to a psychiatric hospital following a mental
breakdown. What no one figured out
was that the hospital was a front for a
crime syndicate. Mortin was allowed
to go back to building machines,
which were then auctioned off to the
highest bidder. Not liking the company he was keeping, Mortin escaped
with two very large robots and tons of
supplies. He fled to the North Pole and
set up shop at an old Russian airbase.
Here, Mortin began modifying his machines: Santa Mech Mk I and Santa
Mech MK II. Their purpose: unleash
havoc on the United States at Christmas!

Mortin Fink came from a family of toy
makers who made most of their
money around Christmas time. As a
child, Mortin was very quick to pick
up the mechanical aspect of making
quality toys. By the time he turned fifteen, Mortin was building highly complex robots for Fairy Toys. As the company grew, so did Mortin's demands,
which didn't settle well with the company. They stole his designs and fired
him. For the next twenty years, Mortin
worked as a technical advisor for different companies, all while getting his
PhD in robotics from MIT. And as the
world changed and super humans
emerged as the next best thing,
Mortin took his talents to a whole
new level. He began building a series
of giant robots. At first for entertainment, but when he realized that his
sponsors were about to mess him
over, Mortin unleashed his machines
on Silicon Valley. The Guardians
quickly dealt with the threat and
Mortin was arrested and locked away.
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MORTIN FINK
Personality: A loner with a knack for
mechanics
Allies: None
Foes: Law-Enforcement, Russian
Crime Syndicate
Origin: Super Human: Genetic
Quotable: Did you see that? I built it!
And YOUUUUUU can't have it!

Statistics
Physical
Rumble
Agility
Might
Moxie

Mental

Smarts
Perception
Spirit

5
8
8
8

30
8
8

Health: 29
WILD: 46
Resources: 5
Popularity: +30 (because of his
Japanese fame), -10
SPECIAL FOCUS
Robotics +40
KNOWN POWERS
Techo-Kinesis: 50 Rank
Tech Read: 40 Rank

GEAR
Robotics Tool Kit
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Flight (Leg Jets): 10 Rank
Crush Claws: 70 Rank Crushing Damage
Freeze Ray (MK I): 70 Rank Cold
Beam (Designed to freeze targets, but
not kill them. Anyone hit with this
beam will be cryogenically frozen)
Plant Ray (MK II): 70 Rank Plant
Growth (Designed to cause ultra fast
plant growth that can swamp a city.
Works on people, by hyper growing
any plant matter that they might have
on them.)
Storage Compartment: Can fit about
50 children or 25 adults.

SANTA MECH MK I and MK 2

Quotable: Ho ho ho, Merry Christmas!

Statistics
Physical
Rumble
Agility
Might
Moxie

Mental

Smarts
Perception
Spirit

30
10
70
50

10
20
10

DATA
The Santa mechs are giant robots programmed with a Santa personality
mixed with a demolition derby demeanor. They love holiday cheer just
as much as they love leveling buildings. The robots aren't programmed
to kill, which means all their targets
usually tend to be places that can be
evacuated quickly (the Post Office,
City Hall ect). The Santa mechs tend
to scoop up children and drop them at
toy stores they have cracked open.
Why Mortin programmed them like
this is a mystery. Although some believe it's his way of getting back at the
toy company that stole his designs.

Health: 160
WILD: 40
Resources: -Popularity: +10 (because of their
Christmas theme)
SPECIAL FOCUS
Onboard Weapons +20
WEAKNESS
Power Line: Just under the hat there
is an exposed power line (30 Rank
material, 50 Rank electric shock). If
cut the Santa Mech will power down.
KNOWN POWERS
Size: about 20 stories tall
Armor: 50 Rank vs. Physical, 30 Rank
vs. Energy
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Guardian Universe: Revival
It’s 2005 and the old guard has retired and
a new one has stepped forward. Are they
up for the challenge?
Find out all this coming year!
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